HIV fitness and resistance as covariates associated with the appearance of mutations under antiretroviral treatment.
The ability of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) strains to replicate in human target cells represents a major driving force of the progression of the disease. Despite antiretroviral treatment, HIV overcomes drug pressure by adding new (compensatory) mutations, appearing in a specific and sequential order, that modulate its replication capacity and favour viral escape. In the case of M184V (a mutation involving the catalytic site of HIV reverse transcriptase), no pathways of viral escape have been defined so far; it is thus conceivable that the mutated virus maintains a relatively low replicative capacity. At the time of interruption of specific viral pressure (lamivudine in the case of M184V), wild-type virus easily overgrows mutated strains. A deep molecular analysis (90 clones) conducted on proviral DNA of lymphocytes demonstrates that M184V strains are no longer detected in plasma and proviral DNA shortly after interruption of therapeutic regimens including lamivudine (even if a new therapeutic regimen has been started). This supports the concept that the low fitness of M184V strains is not easily compensated by additional mutations. Taken together, the results suggest that the assessment of viral fitness, either direct (through biological methods) or indirect (through the identification of specific mutations that affect the replicative capacity), may provide substantial advancements in the definition of the long-term efficacy of antiretroviral therapy.